Complete Lesson Transcript – Lesson 303 [English]

Kirin: Chinese Learn Online lesson 303 .
Hello everyone ，I am Teacher Yang .
Raphael: Hello everyone ，I am Teacher Lai .
Adam: And hello, I’m Adam.
Kirin: Welcome to our learning Chinese course .
Raphael: Recently we talked about some different ways of teaching in our course . Today we are
going to continue discussing this topic . Till today, the content we have taught has mostly been
pretty general words .
Kirin: What do you mean ？
Raphael: Like in the first level ，we taught you the names of some foods . Most of those words
are ones we often use . For example noodles, beef, chicken etc . But when you look at a
restaurant’s menu ，of course you will see a lot of dishes that we haven’t taught on our website .
Kirin: Oh, then why is that we haven’t taught the names of those dishes ？
Raphael: Very good question . But if we teach you the names of every dish ，you probably
couldn’t immediately remember all of them . So we use two ways to teach you . The first is that
we only teach you words that are quite basic and often appear in menus . In most lessons ，we
normally only teach five to six new words . Since this makes them easier to remember .
Kirin: So what about the other words then ？
Raphael: On this occasion ，we will take other words that are related to the topic and put them
in our premium subscriber area . For example in the third lesson in our course ，we began by
teaching you the names of some countries . But later many clients from other countries asked us
“How do you say the name of our country in Chinese ?” So later we also put up the names of
many other countries . This way our premium subscribers can not only learn the original words
taught ，but can also get to know many other words .
Kirin: Great . Now how is this feature related to level 6 ？
Raphael: Ah, before I explain ，let’s first teach everyone today’s first new word .
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Kirin: Specific .
Adam: Specific.
Raphael: In the first few levels of our course ，we taught you some sentences that you may hear
in general situations . Like eating at a restaurant ，or opening an account at a bank . But since
this is level 6 now ，we are going to start teaching you words that you are more likely to hear in
more specific occasions .
Kirin: Like what for example ?
Raphael: For example in the past we taught everyone how to order food at a restaurant, right ？
Kirin: Right, because this is a situation that often happens .
Raphael: But from level 6 on ，we are going to introduce situations that might not occur for all
people . Like in our next lesson ，we are not going to teach you how to order food ，but will
teach you how to cook food .
Kirin: Cook ？Wow, what are we going to cook ？
Raphael: Actually this dish is very easy to make ，and not at all complicated .
Kirin: What dish ？What dish ？
Raphael: At our office we have a …
Kirin: Chef .
Adam: Chef.
Raphael: She will give us a …
Kirin: Recipe .
Adam: Recipe.
Raphael: This way we can learn how to cook ，while learning Chinese ！
Kirin: But you haven’t told use yet what dish we are going to cook .
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Raphael: If you want to know what dish it is ，you’ll have to go to our website to listen to the
answer .
Kirin: Ah …
Raphael: Ok, let’s take a moment to review the new words taught to you today .
Adam: Specific.
Kirin: Specific .
Adam: Chef.
Kirin: Chef .
Raphael: She then introduces to us a …
Adam: Recipe.
Kirin: Recipe .
Raphael: On our website ，some of the premium subscriber features are free . So we invite
everyone to visit our website chineselearnonline-com for more practice .
Kirin: See you next time .
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